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The company’s activities cover a wide range of operations in the area of

military and security equipment trade. These activities are carried out in

cooperation with the Polish Ministry of National Defense, Polish defense

industry and Cedar Services’ foreign business partners in many countries.

Cedar Services is also implementing a number of its own projects in this field.

We are looking for cooperation with all the entities (internal and external) who

are ready and capable to participate in modernization of the equipment or in

other ways contribute to better posture of our military and security forces.

Cedar Services employs well educated specialists in both military and civilian

spheres. They are highly qualified in the fields of security and defense, military

business, military technology, economics, law etc. Most of them were officers

of the Polish Armed Forces or of the civilian security forces. Their knowledge,

experience and commitment to hard work provide a good guarantee for the

Company and its business partners’ success. Above all, they are strong and

creative personalities with the variety of backgrounds. Cedar Services Ltd. is

politically nonpartisan organization.
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All of us in Cedar Services are committed to three core values: excellence,
entrepreneurship and partnership.

The tasks of the Company are mainly:
1. Advising on the selection of weapons and military equipment for the Polish

Armed Forces.

2. Lobbing for the companies seeking contracts for the Polish MoD including
consulting and advisory services for foreign partners.

3. Executing of contracts for the Polish Armed Forces.

4. Analyzing of international special equipment trade market and searching for
companies which may be attractive for the needs of the Polish MoD, Armed
Forces, Special and Security Forces. These analyses allow evaluation of
Cedar Services’ cooperation possibilities with selected foreign partners.

5. Examining Polish special equipment procurement and national needs in the
area of security and defense. It concerns mainly assessment of:

-> financial capacity of the Polish MoD in the area of modernization of the Armed
Forces and weapons and military equipment supply programs,

-> the scope of the national plans for equipment modernization,

-> production capacity (range and level of technology) of the national defense
industry,

-> Cedar Services cooperation possibilities with selected national players in
defense sector.

Cedar Services is simultaneously promoting ethical business practices and
transparency of decision-making.
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We work as partners alongside our clients. Consistently and with unreserved 
dedication. We are never satisfied until we give our clients solutions that really fit –
and that really deliver the goods. Every step of every project is closely coordinated 
with the client's management. Constant collaboration ensure that everyone buys into 
the proposed solutions and gives their full backing to implementation.

We also walk customers through the practical outworking of our strategies – to 
guarantee that they really work in practice. Partnership is likewise anchored in our 
organizational ethos. We constantly improve our skills and encourage constructive 
teamwork. Depending on the nature of a project, we hand-pick industry experts and 
functional specialists to assemble project teams that give each client exactly what 
they need. 
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We cover every key strategic topic that is decisive for our clients success:

growth, portfolio optimization, internationalization, cross-border mergers and

acquisitions, post-merger integration, marketing and branding strategies,

strategic alliances, reorganization and corporate restructuring as well as value-

based management. Each project involves local experts who are thoroughly

conversant with the countries concerned. Strict quality control during and after

every project ensures that all our deliverables meet the same standard of

excellence. We are not satisfied until our clients are.
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We’ve got all necessary national licenses for special equipment trade (arms),

access to classified information and so on.

All our employees have Personal Industrial Security Clearance Certificates.

An internal system of classified information protection to ensure the safety of

both Cedar Services and its partners’ security information has been

developed. It has been implemented in accordance with the National Law on

the Protection of Classified Information. The System guarantees the protection

of classified information up to COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL level and is

compatible with NATO and EU standards. A Cedar Services Ltd.

representative for the protection of classified information is responsible for the

procedures in this area.
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